Denmark, report 2000

In October 2000 the Dansk Musikbiblioteksforening [DMBF; Danish Music library Association] celebrated its 40th anniversary. To mark the anniversary, MusikBib, the DMBF's journal, included tributes by Kirsten Voss to Erling Winkel, a pioneer of Danish music librarianship and the head of the music section of the Danish Statsbibliotek in Århus between 1943 and 1969, and a historical essay by Bent Christiansen, for many years a teacher at the Danish School of librarianship. The same issue (2000 no. 3) carries a report by Susanne From on the musical content of the Folkebibliotekernes Netguide [Public libraries Netguide] to internet resources; and information on an exhibition of the work of the Danish composer J. P. E. Hartmann (1805-1900) that was held between September and December 2000 at the Royal library. A digital Hartmann project has been set up at www.kb.dk/elib/noder/hartmann, containing a wealth of information on the composer and his works.